Transport of GM1 and GM1 inner ester across an in vitro model of the blood-brain barrier.
Gangliosides, especially GM1, attenuate the in vivo damage caused by various neurotoxins. The chemically neutral inner ester of GM1 may be a better cytoprotective agent against some neurotoxins than the parent GM1 compound, because it may cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) more easily than the anionic GM1. Using an in vitro bovine brain endothelial cell model of the BBB, we show the inner ester more readily transverse the tight junction barrier of this model than does GM1. Further, it is demonstrated that the GM1 inner ester is stable for several hours at pH values between 7.0 and 8.2 at 37 degrees C. Finally, the results illustrate that the BBB model may be useful for testing other gangliosides and their various derivatives for increased ability to cross the BBB.